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1.1 INTRODUCTION

During the past few years there have been significant advances in our

understanding of nuclei excited into states of high angular momentum. The

development of large multi-detector arrays for -y-Y coincidence spectroscopy

studies has propelled the amount of new experimental information available and

this has been complemented by notable advances in the theoretical treatments of

high-spin phenomena. To provide yet a more detailed understanding of the struc-

ture of these high-spin states and to provide a stringent test of these models,

we have resorted to measurements of their dynamic electromagnetic multipole

moments which are a direct reflection of the collective aspects of the nuclear

wave functions. For the most part, these multipole moments are obtained by

lifetime measurements utilizing Doppler-shift techniques. Let me stress that

the great value of lifetime measurements is that they provide the transition

matrix elements without the necessity to rely on nuclear models.

One important result from the measurements of these electromagnetic matrix

elements is that they have provided us new insight into the effects of quasi-

particle alignment on the nuclear collectivity. We are finding that many nuclei

which have prolate shapes in their ground states exhibit a tendency to move

toward triaxial and oblate shapes at higher spins. This is in part due to the

alignment of angular momentum along the rotation axis, an effect induced by the

Coriolis forces as the nucleus rotates at high frequencies. At these higher

spins such a nucleus may exhibit yrast structures which are more single-particle

than'collective in nature.
DISTRIBUTION OF THIS D O C U M E N T IS UNLIMITED
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Numerous lifetime measurements have been performed1"6 on nuclei in the

N = 90 region, where the Fermi surface lies near the bottom of the i x 3/2 neutron

shell, and the results are understood -at least qualitatively — in terms of

cranked shell model (CSM) and cranked Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (CHFB) theories.

After the backbend, these nuclei undergo a shape change (driven by the aligned

H3/2 quasi neutrons) to a triaxial shape that is oriented so as to reauce the

collectivity of the rotation, i.e., to positive y values. It was in 160Yb that

we first observed2'4 this loss of collectivity at high rotational frequencies.

From the calculated7 systematics of triaxial shape-driving orbitals, it is

expected that if one moves to where the Fermi surface is near the middle of the

*i3/2 neutron shell, the minimum in the quasiparticle energy becomes shallower

and moves to negative, y. reaching y = -120° (noncollective rotations of a prolate

ellipsoid) when the whole shell is below the Fermi surface. Thus, in this

picture, the equilibrium Y value adopted by a nucleus with excited quasipar-

ticles depends on an interplay between the driving forces of the quasiparticles,

the hydrodynamic behavior of the core, and the prolate-oblate energy difference.

As a consequence, the nuclei near N = 96-98 would not be expected necessarily to

show a reduction in collectivity in their s bands. A few years ago, we turned

to studies of some of the light tungsten and osmium nuclei to investigate this

idea. To this point we have carried out lifetime measurements on 170W (Ref. 8),

i?2w (Refs. 9,10) and i720s (Ref. 11) and have performed detailed Y - Y coin-

cidence spectroscopy measurements on i?20s (Ref. 12). These studies are the

primary topics of this paper.

1.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

1.2.1 Recoil-Distance Experiments

The lifetime measurements were carried out by the recoil-distance (RD)

technique and the recoi1-distance apparatus ("plunger")" is described in detail
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in Ref. 13. Basically, the apparatus involves a thin target foil stretched

tightly and held in a fixed position together with a parallel and movable

catcher foil (usually lead) to stop the recoiling nuclei following a heavy-ion-

induced nuclear reaction in the target. Distances are measured both by a

digital micrometer and Dy capacitance. At a series of target-stopper separa-

tions, y-ray spectra are recorded with a BGO Compton-suppressed Ge detector

(25% efficiency) at 0° to the beam direction under the coincidence requirement

that at least one of an array of six large-volume Ge detectors (positioned at

90° to the beam) be triggered. The target-detector separation is 9.7 cm and

5.9 cm for the 0° and 90° detectors, respectively. A picture of the experimen-

tal apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. With this setup, the experimental data are

taken in the y-y coincidence mode in order to resolve any problems introduced by

side feeding to the levels of interest. In addition, Y-Y coincidence gated

spectra can, in many cases, eliminate interfering lines and background complexi-

ties in the spectra.

High-spin states in the nuclei discussed here were produced in fusion-

evaporation reactions with beams of heavy ions produced by the tandem accelera-

tor at the ORNL Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility. The reactions employed

were i2*sn(52Cr,4n)i72W, i22Sn(S2Cr,4n)i7°W, and i^Nd^S.An)i72 0 s. The

energy of the 52r,r beam was 225 MeV in each case, while that of the 32S beam was

162 MeV. Typically in these experiments, the number of target-stopper separa-

tions for which spectra are measured ranges from 18-24, with the separations

being chosen so as to best define the lifetimes of all states of interest. The

coincidence information along with the capacitance were stored in event-by-event

mode on magnetic tape. The spectra at zero separation were obtained with lead-

backed targets.
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To illustrate the shifted and unshifted peaks in the total-projected

spectra, we show in Fig. 2 the 400-600 keV region in the 1 7 2W data for four of

the 19 target-stopper distances measured.

1.2.2 Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy Experiments

To carry out a proper analysis of lifetime data, it is important to have a

detailed knowledge of the level properties of the nucleus under investigation.

Since little was known about the high-spin level properties of 1 7 2Qs, we have

carried out y-y coincidence measurements on this nucleus using our Compton

Suppression Spectrometer System (20 BGO-suppressed Ge detectors) in conjunction

with the Spin Spectrometer, a 4n array of Nal detectors. The experimental

apparatus is shown in Fig. 3. In the present usage, we replaced 19 of the Nal

units with Compton-suppressed Ge units and used the remaining 50 Nal units for

reaction-channel enhancement by utilizing the y-ray multiplicity and total decay

energy. However, in this case it turned out that the reaction-channel selection

was not greatly enhanced and, therefore, we chose to use all of the 56 million

coincidence events collected to improve the statistical quality of the spectra.

1.3 DATA ANALYSES AND RESULTS

1.3.1 Recoil-Distance Experiments

In the lifetime experiments on each nucleus the tapes were scanned to build

a 4096 x 4096 channel coincidence matrix (on one axis the 0° detector and on the

other the sum of the 90° detectors) for each tdrget-stopper separation. Later

these matrices could be analyzed in any desired manner. Lifetimes were deter-

mined from spectra generated in three ways: (1) by gating on the y-ray tran-

sition above a group of several transitions of interest [gated-above (GA) type

data]; (2) from the sum of spectra obtained by gating on individual y rays in
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cascade below the transitions of interest [sum-gated-below (SGB) type data]; and

(3) with the entire 90° spectrum below 1.5 MeV as the gate [total-projected (TP)

type data]. The data from the GA-type spectra are of relatively poor statisti-

cal quality, but they provide decay curves free from contributions of direct

side feeding to the levels under study. For the analysis of the spectra from

the SGB and TP data, wherein the problems of the unknown side-feeding are not

eliminated, two-step cascade side feeding was modeled to each of a sequence of

levels under study. In all cases, a rotational band was used to model the

feeding into the top level of the sequence.

The first step in analyzing the data is to get the shifted and unshifted

Y-ray intpr>sities. To first order, the intensities of the shifted I(s) and

unshifted I(u) peaks are related exponentially to the mean life T of a state by

R = e"
xT = e"T/T - e " D / " , (1)

D Uu) I«(s)-Ip(s) ID(u)
where R = I(u)+I(s)

 = U s ) = T o W

In the above expressions T = flight time between target and stopper; v = average

recoil velocity; and D = target-stopper separation. Actually, once the shifted

and unshifted areas are obtained there are numerous corrections that must be

applied in extracting the lifetime of a state. This we do with the computer

program LIFETIME.lt* Knowing the general features of the level scheme, one

supplies the program with a feeding scheme for a given level. The program

solves the Bateman equations while adjusting lifetimes and initial populations

of levels in search of best fits. Fits to both the shifted and unshifted inten-

sities are made where the peaks are clean enough to permit it. To illustrate,

the experimental decay curves for the 4+ through 20+ states in the yrast

sequence in i?2Qs and the best fits'are shown in Fig. 4.
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The B(E2) values — the reduced electric quadrupole transition probabilities -

are extracted in a straightforward manner from the measured lifetimes. Next, the

transition quadrupole moments (CL) are computed by the following equation

B(E2;I + 1-2) = f!̂ - <I 2 K 0 | 1-2 K>2Q| (2)

where the term in brackets represents a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.

To this point only the total-projected data and the sum-gated-below data

for i?ow have been analyzed and the preliminary Q. values extracted from these

are shown in Fig. 5. Analyses of all the coincidence data for 1 7 2W and 17z0s

have been completed and plots of these (L values are shown in Figs. 6 and 7,

respectively. Note that the Qt values in Fig. 6 have been plotted as a function

of the rotational frequency, fiu - E /2.

1.3.2 Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy Experiments

From the large matrix of y-y coincidence information on 1 7 20s it was

possible to extract any desired spectrum in coincidence with either single

gating y-ray transitions or with sums of gating transitions. To illustrate the

data, we show in Fig. 8 the y-ray spectrum in coincidence with the 228-, 378-,

448-, 471- and 499-keV y rays in i?20s.

The coincidence relationships and y-ray intensities from all of the coin-

cidence data enabled us to formulate the complex level scheme consisting of five

well-developed bands as shown in Fig. 9. In addition, the angular locations of

the Ge detectors enabled us to extract angular correlation information from the

y-y coincidence data and in turn to establish the spins for many of the states.

Detailed information on this work can be found in Ref. 12. Prior to the current

studies, only the 2 through 24+ levels of the yrast sequence were well

established.is,16



1.4 Discussion

As already pointed out, when the Fermi surface is near the middle of the

i l 3/ 2 neutron shell (i.e., the outermost orbital occupied is near mid shell) the

triaxial shape driving influence of the i 13/2 aligned quasineutrons is much

reduced. Further, the triaxial driving is to negative y values which is a more

collective effect. Thus, from this general cranked shell model (CSW) picture we

might expect that, contrary to the drop in CL values observed2"4 beyond the

backbend in i6°Yb, the 96-neutron nuclei 1 7 0W and 1 7 20s and the 98-neutron

nucleus 1 7 2W will show fairly constant Qt values through the spin range of

I » 2+ - 20+.

However, for some time there has been much discussion about the possibility

that the h9/2 proton intruder orbital, the 1/2" [541] Nilsson orbital, plays an

active role in rotation alignment at rather low rotational frequencies in the

light mass osmium, tungsten, iridium and platinum nuclei. The arguments are

built primarily on observed large alignment gains (more than that expected from

the rotation alignment of i 1 3/ 2 neutrons alone) and on B(M1)/B(E2) ratios before

and after the backbend in odd-mass nuclei. Further, there exists considerable

evidence that this proton orbital is either a ground state or a low-lying

excited state for many nuclei in this region. It should be pointed out,

however, that neither with the Nilsson potential nor with the Woods-Saxon poten-

tial can this orbital be brought down in energy to where it crosses the Fermi

level at rotational frequencies fiu> < 0.3 MeV in this region if a realistic

pairing gap parameter ATT is used.

If, indeed, the hg/2 protons are participating in the rotation alignment in

such nuclei as 17<>W, i72W and 1 7 20s, then one expects a loss in collectivity
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reflected through reduced Qt values at high spins. This is because the h g / 2

proton orb i ta l drives the asymmetry parameter y to positive values which give

rise to lowered col lect ive behavior. An examination of the Qt values of l70W

in Fig. 5 reveals a generally f l a t trend which is f u l l y consistent with the

general pattern predicted by CSM theory tor i 1 3 / 2 neutrons. Further, Recht

et a l . i ? have carried out refined cranked Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov (CHFB) sel f -

consistent calculations which indicate that at frequencies Ru < 0.35 MeV only

i l 3 / 2 neutrons play a role in the description of the rotation alignment proper-

t ies of th is nucleus.

In the case of 172W with N = 98, the Fermi surface is yet nearer the middle

of the i 1 3 / 2 neutron she l l . An examination of the Qt values for th is nucleus in

Fig. 6 reveals only modest f luctuations from a constant value for states of

I = 2+ - 20+.

Using the self-consistent CHFB model, the authors in Ref. 18 proceeded to

test these results by theoretical calculations of the deformation parameters for

the yrast band of i?2w. Their calculations were based on the Woods-Saxon

potent ia l , but without par t i c le number project ion, and the results indicate only

ix3/ 2 neutrons are active in rotat ion alignment in the frequency range covered

here. B r i e f l y , in this process, the total Routhian was minimized with respect to

the deformation parameters Sot B* and y for a number of rotat ional frequencies

up to 400 keV. From the calculated deformations, Q.. values were determined by

use of the formula

Qt = - ^ — Ze r̂  A 2 / 3 B2 (1 + 0.360e2) cos (30° + Y) (3)
/ 15TT

where r0 = 1.20 fm. The theoretical Q. values determined in th is manner are
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shown i i i Fig, 6 as a solid l i n e . The dashed curve in Fig. 6 is based on the

CHFB calculations of R. Wyss et a l . 1 9 They used a reduction to 75 percent for

the neutron pair ing strength over the entire frequency range. This choice is

appropriate for the frequencies above the backbend. The proton pair ing was held

at f u l l strength over the ent ire range; however, the proton role i i \ th is f re -

quency range is minimal. We note that the dynamic moment of i ne r t ia ^ ( 2 )

suggests mult iple band crossings at low fiia and we s t i l l must consider th is

somewhat remote possib i l i ty . . . i t is just that there seems to be no strong

reason to argue that the h 9 / 2 protons are playing a ro le.

The nucleus l72Qs with N = 96 appeared to be another good case on which to

perform l i fe t ime measurements as a further test of these CSM predictions for

nuclei near the middle of the i x 3 / 2 neutron she l l . As already pointed out,

however, the level features of 1720s were not well determined. Previous spectro-

scopy studiesi5»i& of 1720s had defined the yrast sequence up to I = 24+, but

they provided only very l imited information on side bands. Both Durell et a l . 1 5

and Wells et a l . 1 6 reported two anomalies in the yrast sequence moment of

iner t ia below a rotational frequency of fiu = 0.27 MeV. The f i r s t of these

anomalies occurs at unusually low spin ( 1 = 8 ) and at a rotat ional frequency

fiu> = 0.24 MeV. The second is at I = 16+ and Rui = 0.27 MeV. One of the

suggestions16*20 for the anomaly at I = 8 is that there may be early alignment

of h9 /2 [541] l /2 protons.

The rather rich experimental data we obtained recently on 1720s has been

complemented by CHFB calculations done by J . Oudek and reported in Ref. 12. In

these, a Woods-Saxon potential was used and both the related particle-number

projection technique and the effects of pairing were incorporated. The results

of these calculations for the routhians of the 1 l 3 / 2 qua 's ineutrons with K
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quantum numbers of 5/2, 3/2 and 1/2 are shown in Fig. 10(a). Note that the

order of these orbitals has been inverted once pairing is included selfcon-

sistently. A most striking feature of these routhians is the strongly repulsive

interaction between these law-n orbitals and the narrow frequency range over

which this takes place. As seen, the AB crossing occurs first at R ^ - 0.25

MeV, followed very closely by the BC and AD crossings at Rd)c » 0.26 MeV. This

figure also shows the effects of rotation on the pairing gap (a drop) in the

vicinity of the band crossings. A similar calculation for the proton system

gives rise to the quasiparticle spectrum.shown in Fig. lO(b). Based on this

evidence that the h9/2 quasiprotons still appear inactive at fiu < 0.4 MeV, we

must conclude that it is unlikely that they play a significant role in the

properties of the yrast sequence below I ~ 20.

Because of the strong mixing expected between the low-lying quasineutron

configurations in Fig. 10(a), it may be somewhat difficult to give a unique

interpretation to each of the nearly degenerate crossing frequencies. However,

we feel that it is possible to understand this complex situation for the (+,0)

configurations in 1720s by using the simple standard band-crossing picture that

follows.

In this mass region, the first crossing of the ground-state rotational band

is by the most alignable pair of ix3/2 neutrons, usually denoted as the s or AB

band. In most cases it has not been possible to observe the continuation of the

ground band through this first crossing. In a few cases, however, this con-

tinuation has been followed (e.g., see Refs. 21-23). In these it was found that

another crossing occurs soon after the first AB crossing and this was attributed

to the BC and AD alignments. In l 7 20s, we have also observed the continuation

of the ground band through the first crossing (AB) region (labeled band 1 in
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Fig. 9). The high alignment gain seen in these states indicates that the BC

(or BC and AD) alignments probably have already taken place and at a very simi-

la r frequency to the band crossings in the yrast sequence. In the negative-

pari ty sidebands the BC crossing is seen at fim » 0.28 MeV. I t is interest ing

that the ground-BC (or BCAD) configuration changes occur at s l i gh t l y lower

frequency than the corresponding BC alignments in the negative par i ty bands

(e .g . , AE + AEBC). This same si tuat ion was seen for 158Er (Refs. ? ! . 23) where

the frequency difference is fioi = 0.03 MeV.

In summary, th is coming together of excited (+,0) quasiparticle bands at

low spin and the observation of a strong interact ion strength of the BC al ign-

ment leads us to the following proposal for the explanation of the two low-spin

anomalies in i ? 2 0s . The f i r s t (AB), second (BC) and th i rd (AD) band crossings

occur at very simi lar frequencies (fio> = 0.26 - .28 MeV). However, because the

interaction strength of the BC crossings is strong, the frequency range for the

ground-BC(AD) crossing is smeared out suf f ic ient ly so as to perturb the ground

band s l ight ly below the AB-crossing region. This would explain the f i r s t

anomaly in the yrast sequence at about spin 8 and fiu = 0.24 MeV. The second

anomaly at fioi = 0.26 MeV is proposed to be the standard crossing by the s (AB)

band.

In l ight of the nearly degenerate crossings of three bands in 1 7 20s, i t is

interesting to speculate on what effect this w i l l have on the l i fet imes of the

states in this v i c in i t y of rotational frequency. This effect is revealed in the

1720s Qt values, plotted as a function of spin in Fig. 7. As seen, there is an

enhancement in the co l lec t iv i t y in the v ic in i ty of the 6+ and 8+ states where

the f i r s t anomaly in «? occurs, while for the states above 14 there is a
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decrease in collectivity. The fact that we find an enhanced collectivity for

these states goes counter to earlier suggestions that the h9/2 protons in the

1/2" [541] orbital may be responsible for the behavior of the moment of inertia

at these spins. The influence of this orbital is to drive the shape toward

positive y deformation (noncollective triaxiality) which should produce a drop

in Qt values. The dashed lines, corresponding to Qt values computed from the

deformations obtained in the CHFB calculations and Eq. (3) mark the respective

trends predicted12 for the shape evolution.

In further theoretical considerations21* of the i?20s Qt values, Donau and

Zhang (to be reported in Ref, 24) have calculated the ovenap matrix of the wave

functions of these states in the yrast sequence of 1 7 20s, where alignment of

i 1 3/ 2 neutrons only is assumed. For this, the generator coordinate method was

used to obtain the information on the dynamic aspects of the shape changes in a

band, followed by solving the Hill-Wheeler equation numerically in two-

dimensional space, i.e., in u> and 82* With the new deformation parameters

emerging from these calculations, we have determined CL values and these give

rise to the solid curve shown in Fig. 7. It is interesting that the trend of

stretching in the 6 , 8 , 10 and 12 states is reasonably well reproduced from

these calculations which also indicate a drop in collectivity beyond the back-

bend, the same behavior as shown by the experimental data.

In summary, the major conclusion to be drawn from this work is that the

experimental data are reasonably consistent with the cranking theories which

predict that only the i13/2 neutrons play a major role in the rotation-alignment

processes in the frequency ranges covered in the 170W, 172W, and 1720s measure-

ments. Further, the complex behavior of 1720s in the frequency range of
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fioj-0.25 MeV is accounted for in the refined CHFB calculations, viz., there are

three nearly degenerate band crossings, all by ii3/2 quasi neutrons. Finally,

the lifetime data for i?2Qs are semi quantitatively accounted for by the calcula-

tions of overlap matrix elements with the Hill-Wheeler equation where again only

i13/2 quasineutrons are invoked.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. I. Experimental arrangement for the Doppler-shift recoil-distance measure-

ments. The target is located in the annular end cap and the entire detector

array is on a movable support so that it can be positioned appropriately about

this end cap. The 0° Ge detector (only partially shown in this picture) is

housed within a large BGO Compton-suppression shield.

Fig. 2. Illustrative "total-projected" coincidence spectra of 1 7 2W covering the

400-600 keV region for four of the 19 distances measured. These spectra in the

0° Compton-suppressed detector were generated by coincidence events between any

of the six 90° detectors and the 0° detector.

Fig. 3. The Oak Ridge Compton Suppression Spectrometer System integrated with

the Spin Spectrometer. In this arrangement, the 19 Compton-suppressed Ge

detectors replace a corresponding number of Nal elements in the Spin

Spectrometer.

Fig. 4. Experimental data (points) and fitted decay curves (solid lines) for

the 4+ through 20+ members of the yrast sequence in 1 7 20s. The abscissa shows

the recoil flight time in ps between the target and the lead stopping medium

where the recoil velocity is 4.767±0.060 pm/ps.

Fig. 5. Preliminary Qt values for the yrast sequence in
 170W, based on analysis

of the "total-projected data" and the "sum-gated-below data".

Fig. 6. Qt values for the yrast sequence in
 1 7 2W determined from an average of

the three types of experimental data discussed in the text. The results from

two different CHFB calculations9'19 are shown (see text for details).



FIGURE CAPTIONS CONT'O.

Fig. 7. Qt values for the yrast sequence in
 1 7 20s determined from an average of

the three types of experimental data discussed in the text. The dashed curve

shows the trend of Qt values based on CHFB calculations
12 and the solid curve

shows values based on overlap matrix calculations,2'1 both of which are discussed

in the lext.

Fig. 8. 1 7 20s Y-ray spectrum in coincidence with the sum of gates on tran-

sitions from the 2+ - 10+ states.

Fig. 9. Level scheme of i?20s from Ref. 12.

Fig. 10. (a) The quasiparticle orbitals in the rotating coordinate frame

(Routhians) where the effects of pairing have been included for the neutrons at

N = 96. For simplification, only the lowest positive parity levels are shown

here. The bottom frame shows the properties of the pairing gap A calculated

using the CHFB theory, but without particle number projection,

(b) Similar to that in (a), but for the protons. In contrast to (a), all the

quasiparticle levels are shown here.
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